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Browning of leaf and calyx edges of strawberries is a common
disorder in greenhouse production (Figure 1). This disorder is
called leaf/calyx tipburn and is often due to a lack of calcium
supply to the leaves during development. However, the lack of
calcium uptake frequently stems from poor environmental
conditions rather than a lack of calcium availability in the
nutrient solution. Symptoms of strawberry tipburn include
marginal necrosis (browning on the edges) of leaves as well as
the calyx (flower sepals). Outer leaves affected by tipburn
may be curled and the necrosis/curling reduces the leaf area
available for photosynthesis (Figure 2). When the calyx
exhibits tipburn, the marginal browning can reduce the
marketability of strawberry fruits (Figure 3).

Reprint with permission from the
author(s) of this e-GRO Alert.

Figure 1. Browning (necrosis) of leaf tips is a symptom of strawberry tipburn.
Image: Chris Levine, Cornell University
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Causes of strawberry tipburn
In controlled environment strawberry
operations, low nighttime relative
humidity (high vapor pressure deficit)
exacerbates leaf/calyx tipburn. Calcium
uptake by plants is primarily driven by
transpiration (water loss from the
stomates). However, in strawberries,
young tissues that are developing and
haven’t emerged rely on a different
mechanism for calcium supply: positive
root/xylem pressure. During the daytime,
transpiration causes negative root/xylem
pressure and this is important for
delivering calcium to expanded leaves.
However, non-transpiring extremities
(young leaves and calyxes that have not
emerged) rely on nighttime positive
root/xylem pressure to deliver calcium.
These positive pressure conditions occur
mainly during the night with high humidity
and closed stomates. When a strawberry
greenhouse is not humid enough at night,
transpiration can occur through leaf
cuticles (i.e. the waxy surface of leaves).
This cuticular transpiration stops positive
pressure from building up which leads to
inability to supply calcium to developing
leaves/calyxes. After some days of
calcium deficiency, the tipburn symptoms
may first be observed as a darker-colored
shoot tip, as the leaf/calyx expands the
marginal necrosis becomes more evident.
Interestingly, tipburn of lettuce is a
related issue with a different solution.
Inner leaf tipburn of lettuce also occurs
due to insufficient calcium supply to the
young developing leaves. However, supply
of calcium to young shoot tips in lettuce is
improved by increasing transpiration
during the daytime (such as lower daytime
humidity or promoting airflow on shoot
tips through vertical fans).

Figure 2. Necrotic/brown leaf edges and curling of outer leaves
is a symptom of tipburn. Damage can reduce the surface area
available for photosynthesis. Image: Chris Levine, Cornell
University

Figure 3. Necrotic edges of the flower calyx can reduce the
marketability of strawberry fruit since visual appearance is used
by consumers to assess fruit quality. Image: Chris Levine,
Cornell University

Guttation (water droplets where veins terminate) on strawberry
leaves are signs that there is sufficient nighttime humidity for
adequate calcium supply to developing strawberry
leaves/calyxes. Image: Schnobby, via Wikimedia Commons
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Versus strawberry tipburn correction relies
on high nighttime humidity to cause
calcium supply by positive root/xylem
pressure. For more information on lettuce
tipburn see e-Gro Alert 4.31 Tipburn of
Hydroponic Lettuce.
In summary, calcium moves passively and
is transported with the flow of water.
During the day, transpiration is able to
passively move calcium to the leaves
when there is a low relative humidity.
However, at night when transpiration is
halted, positive root pressure is needed to
facilitate calcium transport to emerging
leaf/calyx tissues of strawberries. If the
relative humidity is low at night, then it is
difficult for the plant to keep the positive
water pressure in the xylem to supply the
needed calcium to the strawberry leaf
tips.
Verifying low night humidity as the
cause of calcium tipburn
One indication that humidity is sufficient
at night is that guttation can be observed
in the early morning on the outer edges of
the leaves. Guttation is the secretion of
droplets of xylem sap where the veins
terminate on the leaves (Figure 4).
Guttation should not be confused with
water condensation (water droplets that
form on form on cool surfaces when
humidity is high). Guttation always forms
in specific areas on the edges of leaves
where veins end. When nighttime relative
humidity is low, root pressure remains low
(i.e. positive pressure doesn’t occur),
then guttation will not be present on
strawberry leaves. Under the ideal high
humidity conditions at night, guttation is
able to occur because positive root
pressure pushes the nutrient solution to
the extremities of the plant which result
in guttation. If your computer has an
environmental control sensor, you can
check the logged data to observe

nighttime relative humidity conditions.
Sustained relative humidity of 95% for
three hours nightly reduces incidence of
strawberry leaf tipburn. In our
greenhouses at Cornell University, we
have observed nighttime humidity
between 40-50% which leads to ample
tipburn symptoms. The low humidity is
due to heating the greenhouse during the
wintertime, as well our research
greenhouses have cement floors (i.e. no
damp gravel underneath), and a relatively
small canopy of plants for the greenhouse
area.
Solutions to strawberry tipburn
First, verify adequate calcium is being
supplied in the fertilizer and the pH is
within the ideal threshold.
 Make sure the fertilizer injectors are
working properly, this can be verified
with an EC meter or alternatively by
volumetric calibration of the injector.
 Make sure the pH sensor is calibrated
and that root-zone pH is 5.5-6.0. (Low
pH can reduce calcium availability).
 Make sure nutrients in fertilizer stock
tank have not precipitated (i.e. not
turned into a solid/sludge at the
bottom of the tank)
Second, make sure excess salt is not
present in the substrate media as high
electrical conductivity (EC) can also
contribute to calcium tipburn.
 Check EC. Strawberry is a low
fertilizer requiring plant, target
nutrient solution EC is 1.0-1.2 mS/cm.
If leachate/PourThru EC is above 1.5
mS/cm then flush the substrate with
clear water and allow excess salt to
leach out.
Third, check the relative humidity data
history if available to verify low humidity
conditions were present. Also check if
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guttation is present early in the morning.
 Spraying down the greenhouse floor
with water can be a temporary
solution to keep high night humidity
conditions.
 Placing shallow beds of water can also
temporarily increase nighttime
humidity.
 Make sure humidity sensor is located
near the plants to ensure accurate
readings.
Protocols for effective nighttime
humidification:
An under-bench mist or fogging system
(Figure 5) can be built to maintain 95%
relative humidity for three hours at each
night. This method was found by the
University of Arizona CEA center to
significantly reduce strawberry tipburn
symptoms. Tips for using the mist system:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Initiate misting after sunset, 5
minutes of misting every 20 minutes
for 3 hours
Below plant misting is ideal to
prevent direct water contact on leaf
foliage/fruit (be careful to ensure
mist does not hit low hanging fruit
which can lead to botrytis gray mold)
Achieve 95% RH for a minimum of 3
hours
Stop greenhouse ventilation during
this 3-hour period
Resume normal environmental control
after the 3-hour, 95% RH treatment
Carefully monitor the greenhouse
make sure foliar diseases are not
increasing in incidence. Consider
applying high night humidity every
other night to minimize risk of
fungal/foliar disease

Figure 5. An under-bench mist system to increase
nighttime humidity. Image: Chieri Kubota, Ohio State
University, https://u.osu.edu/indoorberry/tip-burn/
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